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Abstract
Submarine and satellite observations show that the Arctic Ocean ice cover has undergone a
large thickness reduction and a decrease in the areal extent during the last decades. Here the
response of the Arctic Ocean ice cover to changes in the poleward atmospheric energy
transport, Fwall, is investigated using coupled atmosphere-ice-ocean column models. Two
models with highly different complexity are used in order to illustrate the importance of
different internal processes and the results highlight the dramatic effects of the negative ice
thickness – ice volume export feedback and the positive surface albedo feedback. The steady
state ice thickness as a function of Fwall is determined for various model setups and defines
what we call ice thickness response curves. When a variable surface albedo and snow
precipitation is included, a complex response curve appears with two distinct regimes: a
perennial ice cover regime with a fairly linear response and a less responsive seasonal ice
cover regime. The two regimes are separated by a steep transition associated with surface
albedo feedback. The associated hysteresis is however small, indicating that the Arctic
climate system does not have an irreversible tipping point behaviour related to the surface
albedo feedback. The results are discussed in the context of the recent reduction of the Arctic
sea ice cover. A new mechanism related to regional and temporal variations of the ice
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divergence within the Arctic Ocean is presented as an explanation for the observed regional
variation of the ice thickness reduction. Our results further suggest that the recent reduction in
areal ice extent and loss of multiyear ice is related to the albedo dependent transition between
seasonal and perennial ice i.e. large areas of the Arctic Ocean that has previously been
dominated by multiyear ice might have been pushed below a critical mean ice thickness,
corresponding to the above mentioned transition, and into a state dominated by seasonal ice.
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Arctic Ocean, sea ice, sensitivity, divergence, albedo feedback, ice export, tipping point
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1 Introduction

The Arctic sea ice cover has been reduced substantially over the last decades both in terms of
area, with a decline in the summer sea ice extent of more than 10 % per decade between 1979
– 2007 (Stroeve et al. 2008), and in terms of volume as indicated by an observed average
thinning of more than 1.5 m since the 80s (Rothrock et al. 1999; Tucker et al. 2001; Kwok
and Rothrock 2009). The ice reduction has also been accompanied by a significant loss of
multiyear ice in winter from a coverage of ~70% of the Arctic Ocean area two decades ago to
a present day coverage of ~50% (Johannessen et al. 1999; Comiso 2002; Kwok 2009). A
general feature of the declining Arctic Ocean ice cover is that the thickness reduction in
regions with thick ice have been greater compared to regions with thinner ice as was noted by
Bitz and Roe (2004) (hereafter abbreviated as B&R). They argued that the observed relation
between thickness reduction and initial ice thickness can be explained by the thermodynamic
properties of sea ice through the ice thickness – ice growth rate feedback mechanism which is
related to the fact that thin ice grows much faster than thick ice. B&R based their analysis on
a theoretical relation between ice thickness and sensitivity to forcing perturbations using a
simplified Analytical version of the Toy Model (ATM) developed by Thorndike (1992), and
showed that observations as well as the results of several general circulation model
experiments match the theoretical ice thickness response fairly well.
In this study we make a more extensive investigation of the response properties of the Arctic
sea ice by considering some additional processes that are not included in the ATM with the
aim to increase the realism. The main additional processes that are assessed are i) an ice
thickness distribution, ii) ice export, iii) snow precipitation and iv) a variable surface albedo
parameterization. The ice thickness response to changes in the atmospheric forcing, when
these processes are added, becomes rather different compared to the original ATM response
and our results indicate that regional and temporal variations of the ice divergence and also
the albedo feedback play an important role in explaining the observed ice thickness reduction.
We investigate the response properties of the Arctic Ocean by the means of idealized
experiments with coupled ocean-ice-atmosphere column models. A similar approach has been
employed in several previous studies (e.g. Maykut 1982; Bjork 1992; Thorndike 1992; Bitz
and Roe 2004; Soderkvist and Bjork 2004; Eisenman and Wettlaufer 2009; Curry et al. 2001).
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This kind of idealized studies, where parts of the climate system are isolated in a controlled
way, have the potential to provide knowledge of the system properties such as sensitivities to
forcing perturbations and feedbacks and serves therefore as an important compliment to
coupled general circulation model experiments.
In this study we focus on the ice thickness response to changes in the meridional atmospheric
heat flux, Fwall (defined as the net energy flux across the 70°N latitude circle). This quantity is
a dominant term in the overall Arctic heat budget along with solar radiation and the long wave
radiation back to space (Thorndike 1992). Since Fwall is closely related to the atmospheric
circulation pattern it is natural to use as an independent variable forcing quantity. The annual
incoming solar radiation is nearly constant and the radiation back to space is an internal
quantity in this respect which is highly dependent on Fwall. When considering the observed
reduction of the ice cover over the last decades, changes in the atmospheric circulation and
thereby Fwall has likely played a large role with e.g. an observed correlation between increased
air temperature and increased Fwall (Graversen et al. 2008). There are also theoretical as well
as modelling results linking increased global CO2 levels with an increased Fwall (e.g. Cai
2006; Alexeev et al. 2005; Rind 1987). Increasing atmospheric temperatures has then a direct
effect on the ice cover through increased downward long wave radiation.

2 Model descriptions
2.1 The Analytical Toy Model (ATM)

The basic properties of the Arctic ice cover were described in the Toy Model developed by
Thorndike (1992). Following B&R we use the same simplified analytical version of the Toy
Model to calculate the steady state ice thickness as a function of the radiative forcing (in this
case Fwall) defined as:
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(1)
(2)
(3)

where G is annual growth, M is the annual melt, Hice is the annual mean steady state ice
thickness, τ the length of the growing/melting season, L the heat of fusion, T the ice surface
temperature, nw/ns the atmospheric optical thickness during winter/summer, Fw the oceanic
heat flux, α the surface albedo and k the thermal conductivity of ice. A and B are coefficients
representing a linearized Stefan Boltzmann’s radiation law. Eq. (3) gives the relation between
ice thickness and surface temperature during winter. The steady state ice thickness Hice is
obtained by solving
G ( H ice ) − M = 0

(4)

representing a balance between growth and melt over the year. For clarity, the functional
dependence of G on Hice through T is highlighted in these equations. The parameter values are
given in Table 1.
While B&R studied the ice thickness response by making perturbations on the total
downwelling long wave, LW, radiation we will instead consider perturbations in Fwall. In this
simplified model 50 % of Fwall is lost directly to space while the rest radiates down at the
surface. A perturbation of 4 Wm-2 of the downwelling LW radiation employed by B&R
(corresponding crudely to a doubling in the atmospheric CO2 content) is thus equivalent to an
8 Wm-2 perturbation in Fwall.

2.2 The Coupled Column Arctic Model (CCAM)

The other model used in this study (CCAM) is much more complex than the ATM including a
full radiation scheme in the atmosphere and an ice cover represented by an ice thickness
distribution. The atmospheric part of the CCAM is a standalone version of the column
radiation code employed by the NCAR Community Climate Model (CCM3), (Collins et al.
2006). It has a vertical grid of 18 layers. A convective adjustment scheme and an internal heat
source in each layer, corresponding to the external energy supply at the vertical boundary
(Fwall), are added in the present application. Fwall follows a climatological cycle calculated
from the NCEP reanalysis data set using the algorithm presented by Overland and Turet
(1994) with a baseline annual mean Fwall of approximately 100 Wm-2, see Table 2. Clouds
occupy a certain fraction, CF of the sky at three different levels and follows an annual
climatological cycle calculated from the ISCCP D2 dataset (Rossow and Duenas 2004), see
Table 2.
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The model ice cover is separated into a number of ice categories of different thicknesses (i.e
the ice thickness distribution). Each category may also have a snow cover on top (see Bjork
1997 for a comprehensive description). The ocean part is a column model with an active
surface mixed layer controlled by mechanical mixing due to ice motion together with heat and
salt fluxes at the surface. The stratification is also controlled by advective processes due to
Bering Strait inflow, river discharge, geostrophical outflow, and a hypothetical shelf
circulation (Bjork 1989). The surface is coupled with the atmosphere such that heat fluxes are
computed individually for each ice category, including open water. The single column
atmosphere is then updated using area weighted heat fluxes. The time step in the model is two
hours.

3 Results

The steady state ice thickness as a function of Fwall is determined for various model setups and
defines what we call ice thickness response curves. The gradient of a response curve is then a
measure of the sensitivity of the ice cover to forcing perturbations (a steeper slope means
higher sensitivity).

3.1 The ATM response curve

First we look at the steady state ice thickness dependence on Fwall for a slab ice cover with a
single thickness, no snow precipitation and constant ice albedo, corresponding to the
analytical version of the Toy Model, Eqs. (1) – (4). The relation between ice thickness and
Fwall is non-linear with decreasing ice thickness with increasing Fwall (black curve Fig. 1 a).
The response implies that thick ice is much more sensitive to changes in Fwall than thin ice, a
mechanism known as the ice thickness - growth rate feedback (Gordon and OFarrell 1997;
Zhang et al. 2000; L'Heveder and Houssais 2001; Bitz and Roe 2004). This feedback is
related to the fact that thick ice grows substantially slower than thin ice (a non-linear relation)
as was first discussed by Stefan (1890). When the ice cover is in steady state, the summer ice
melt must be equal to the growth during winter. As a consequence, an increase in the summer
melt due to some forcing perturbation must be compensated by increased ice growth. If the
ice cover is thick, a relatively large reduction of the ice thickness is needed in order to obtain
the extra growth. In contrast, for thin ice, only a small thickness reduction is sufficient to
obtain the same additional growth.
It should be noted that the very thick ice (> ~10 m) for low Fwall values in the ATM response
curves may not be realistic since Eqs. (1) – (3) does not hold for such thick ice. By using the
6

more realistic numerical version of the Toy Model, it can be shown that the maximum ice
thickness is ~10 m at which point the model comes into a state where the freezing/warming
periods cover the entire year leaving no time for growth/melting.

3.2 The influence of an ice thickness distribution

The next experiment is meant to mimic the Toy model as closely as possible while the effect
of an ice thickness distribution (ITD) is also included. In order to achieve this we use the
more complex column model, CCAM where the ice model includes ~ 50 ice thickness
categories with different thickness and area coverage which together constitutes the ice
thickness distribution. Similar to the Toy model set up, the surface albedo is kept constant and
equal for all categories. In order to generate a thickness distribution it is necessary to
introduce deformation of the ice cover which is described by two separate processes: ridging
and horizontal ice divergence (see Bjork 1992 for an extensive description). In this model
setup an ITD is created through the introduction of a specific amount of ridging type of
deformation without any net divergence. An area equivalent to 40 % of the basin per year is
forced open through a constant piling of thin ice categories into thicker ridged categories. The
ridging process thus creates open water and redistributes ice from the thinner to the thicker
part of the distribution while conserving the ice volume. The effect of net divergence is
treated later. Note that we compare a highly simplified analytical model to a model including
a much more sophisticated treatment of atmospheric radiation, a fully coupled ocean model
and a more developed ice model including thermal inertia and treatment of brine pockets.
This means that we are not exclusively adding the effect of an ITD here but also a more
realistic treatment of the atmospheric radiation and the ocean heat flux, although we mainly
discuss the difference between the response curves in terms of ITD effects.
The ice thickness response to Fwall perturbations is relatively similar to the ATM in this case
(Fig. 1a) but there are some important differences. A general effect of the introduction of an
ITD is an increase of the equilibrium ice thickness over the larger part of the Fwall interval.
This is caused by the ridging process which continuously facilitates categories with thicker
ice together with open water and thin ice categories, due to the constant development of leads.
Since the thin portion of the ice cover has much larger growth than the thick part this leads to
an increase of the total growth, compared to a single ice floe with the same thickness as the
distribution mean. This property of the ITD has been demonstrated earlier by (Holland et al.
2001; Maykut 1982; Bitz et al. 2001; Holland et al. 2006). It should be noted however, that
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this effect is maximal when using a constant surface albedo. A variable surface albedo,
dependent on the surface properties (e.g. snow, bare ice and open water) will, at least to some
extent, cancel out the effect of increased ice growth during winter by enhanced absorption of
shortwave radiation in leads and over thin ice categories during summer as was shown by
Björk (1997).

3.3 The influence of ice export and divergence

The ice export from the Arctic Ocean occurs mainly through Fram Strait and is an important
sink term in the Arctic ice mass balance. Associated with the ice export there must be a net
divergence of the ice cover in the basin interior generating areas of open water which
corresponds to the area of ice lost by export. Using a time series over 29 years of passive
microwave brightness temperature and ice concentration fields, Kwok (2009) estimated the
annual mean ice area export to around 7·105 km2 year-1 and the mean volume transport to
around 2200 km3 year-1. The ice export out of the Arctic Ocean represents a thickness loss of
~0.3 m year-1 and as a consequence, in steady state, the net ice production must exceed the
annual melt by an equal amount. Analogous with the mechanism behind the ice thickness –
growth rate feedback (section 3.1), this new sink term in the ice mass budget implies that the
ice thickness needs to be reduced until the growth rate increase compensates for the export.
Consequently, the addition of ice export should in general lead to thinner equilibrium ice
thickness.
In the following experiments the albedo is kept constant while ice export is introduced to both
the ATM and the CCAM. We use the divergence D, to represent the areal export defined as D
=Aex/AB where Aex is the areal export and AB the area of the Arctic Ocean (AB = 0.78·1013 m2).
The ice volume export, Qice can then be expressed in terms of divergence and ice thickness:
Qice = DAB H ice

(5)

where Hice denotes the ice thickness (averaged over the ITD in the CCAM). We use two
different divergence formulations, DF1 and DF2: The DF1 case has a specified constant
volume export, Qice = 1·105 m3/s, which implies that the divergence is a function of ice
thickness according to Eq. (5). The DF2 case has a constant annual mean divergence with D =
4.6·10-9 s-1 corresponding to 14.5 % yr-1 of the total basin area (taken from Kwok and
Rothrock (1999)) and is thus independent of the ice thickness. Note that Qice becomes a linear
function of ice thickness according to Eq. (5) in the DF2 case.
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In the ATM model the ice export corresponds to an additional sink term in Eq. (4).
G ( H ice ) − M − E = 0

(6)

where E is the annual ice volume export per square meter given by

 2τ Qice / AB
E=
2τ D H ice / AB

, DF1
, DF2

(7)

For the DF2 case in the CCAM model, the divergence follows a fixed seasonal cycle around
the annual mean D with significantly less divergence during summer (Kwok and Rothrock
1999). The divergence is always based on the ice covered fraction of the basin, meaning that
a certain percentage of the ice leaves the area per unit time, and is therefore independent of
the amount of open water.
When introducing a constant ice volume export (DF1 case) the tendency of the export is to
decrease the equilibrium ice thickness and to stabilize the ice cover, making it less responsive
to forcing perturbations (Fig. 1b). As mentioned above the inclusion of ice export calls for an
increased net ice growth in order to keep the mass balance. However due to the nonlinear
relation between growth rate and ice thickness, thick ice needs to be reduced more than
thinner ice in order to reach the same growth rate increase (the ice thickness – growth rate
feedback). The response curve therefore becomes more linear compared to the no ice export
cases and the tendency is the same for both the ATM and the CCAM models.
Having the horizontal divergence independent of ice thickness (DF2 case), (Fig. 1c), gives a
rather different response compared to the previous cases. The response curves are now
essentially linear, especially for the CCAM model which has a constant slope of about 1 m ice
thickness reduction per 10 Wm-2 increase of Fwall. The greatly reduced ice thickness
sensitivity for the DF2 case is due to the strong negative ice thickness – ice volume export
feedback, as indicated by Eq. (5). It is remarkable that the response curves are so similar for
the two models which actually indicates that the very simple ATM model includes the most
important processes in a realistic way.
It is in place here with a discussion of the realism of the two ice export cases. A constant ice
volume export (the DF1 case) for different thicknesses of the outflowing ice is not very
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realistic since there are no natural mechanisms keeping Aex·Hice constant. A constant
divergence (the DF2 case) on the other hand implies that the net divergence is independent of
the ice thickness and thus assuming that the prevailing wind systems in the Arctic control the
areal ice export alone. In reality there is a dynamic coupling between ice mobility and ice
thickness such that thin ice is more easily exported than thick ice. This dynamic effect comes
into play when the internal ice stresses become comparable to the dynamic forcing caused by
wind and ocean currents. Observations indicate however that the areal ice export has a direct
response to the wind forcing and that it correlates well with the prevailing pressure gradients
over Fram Strait and the NAO (e.g.Hilmer and Jung 2000; Kwok and Rothrock 1999; Kwok
2009). This suggests that the areal ice export is a strong function of wind forcing and, at least
to the first order, independent of ice thickness under present day 2 - 3.5 m ice conditions.
Moreover, no clear trends in the areal ice export during the last three decades has been found
(Kwok 2009) which suggests that areal ice export has not been affected by the recent Arctic
ice thickness reduction. The ice velocities has in fact increased in the Fram Strait during the
last years of the study but this has been compensated by decreasing ice concentrations
resulting in a small net effect of the ice area export (Kwok 2009). The increased ice export
velocities at Fram Strait are however a consequence of a positive trend in the gradient of
cross-strait sea level pressure and are thus probably not directly associated with the general
thinning of the Arctic ice cover.
The DF2 case seems to be reasonable for the observed ice conditions during the satellite era
(from the early 80’s to present). For hypothetically more severe ice conditions, with much
thicker ice, the internal ice stress becomes more important and especially the increasing shear
strength might lead to sea ice arching in the export passages which in turn could reduce the
ice export significantly (Hibler et al. 2006). We therefore introduce a third divergence
formulation, DF3 taking the ice thickness into consideration. Here the divergence is reduced
with increasing Hice in approximate accordance with Hibler et al. (2006) while still following
the annual climatological cycle of Kwok and Rothrock (1999), see Appendix for details. The
DF3 case gives a similar result compared to the constant divergence case (the DF2 case) for
thin ice while there is a sharp transition for ice thicker than ~5 m where the internal stress
becomes so strong that the response curve closely follows the zero volume export curve from
Fig. 1a (reproduced in Fig. 2). A huge hysteresis exerts a large asymmetrical affect on the ice
response with a tipping point at about Fwall = 85 W/m2 (with a rapid transition from 10 to 5 m)
when “coming out of a cold era” compared to a tipping point at about Fwall = 72 W/m2 (with a
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rapid transition from 7 m to 17 m) when “entering a cold era”. Very similar dual stability
modes were also obtained by Hibler et al. (2006).
The overall effect of ice export is a tendency to reduce the equilibrium ice thickness and to
stabilize the ice cover, making it less responsive to forcing perturbations. This is a general
result which holds for both the ATM and the CCAM models regardless of the export
formulation, at least for relatively thin ice with no dynamic interaction. This result is in
accordance with Vavrus (1999) who demonstrates that ice transport gives rise to negative
feedbacks with respect to sea ice thickness for both positive and negative forcing
perturbations. By invoking the feedback between ice strength and ice export (the DF3 case),
B&R suggested that ice export instead might increase the ice thickness sensitivity. Their
conclusion was reached by quoting earlier work by Hibler and Hutchings (2002) who
proposed a transition between the low and high export states of the Arctic (the steep transition
of the DF3 case, Fig. 2) at an ice thickness of around 3 m, meaning that this feedback would
become relevant for present day ice conditions. However as mentioned above, ice export
observations indicate that, at least during the satellite era, the dynamic coupling between
export and ice strength has been marginal. This is also supported by the more recent
modelling efforts by Hibler et al. (2006).
It might be difficult to find a detailed and realistic description of the actual export - thickness
dependence and it is not the purpose of the present study to go particularly deep into this
subject. Suffice to say that dynamic effects seem to be of minor importance for the typical
basin average thickness of 2 - 3.5 m that has been observed during the last decades. The
choice of ice export formulation will be more critical when modelling a colder climate with
much thicker ice. What proves to be of greater importance for the present day relatively thin
ice conditions, especially when considering possible future global warming, is the surface
albedo feedback which is treated in the next section.

3.4 The influence of variable surface albedo and snow precipitation

The following computations including variable surface albedo and snow precipitation are only
made with the CCAM model since the ATM formulation does not support a snow cover.
The presence of a snow cover on sea-ice can have a substantial effect on the equilibrium ice
thickness. The insulating property of snow reduces effectively the heat loss from the ocean
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during the winter season and thus limits the ice growth. During the early melting period
however, a snow cover has the opposite effect on the equilibrium ice thickness through the
much higher albedo (~ 90%) compared to bare sea ice (~60%) and open water (~10%). The
high snow albedo reduces the melting and thereby tends to increase the equilibrium ice
thickness when a snow cover is present. An expected effect of adding snow precipitation is
thus a dampening of the annual ice thickness variation amplitude. Snow precipitation is
however by large an unknown quantity which is not only difficult to model, due to the not
well understood cloud and water vapour dynamics of the Arctic atmosphere (e.g. Verlinde et
al. 2007; Soden and Held 2006), but also hard to validate due to the scarce precipitation data
available for the central Arctic. Nevertheless, by adding climatological precipitation to the
CCAM we can demonstrate at least the qualitative influence of snow precipitation on the ice
thickness response curve. The climatological precipitation is calculated from The Arctic
Meteorology and Climate Atlas (Arctic Climatology Project, 2000) where only area weighted
ocean grid cells has been considered. The climatological precipitation in snow equivalent,
Sprec was trimmed by a factor 1.5 so that the maximum snow depth equals 0.3 m in our
baseline Fwall forcing case, see Table 2. The insulating property of snow alone (still keeping
the albedo constant) is shown in Fig. 3a. It is evident that the insulating property dominates
over the constant albedo, giving rise to thinner ice when precipitation is included in the
model. When a dynamic albedo parameterization is introduced however, the competing high
albedo property of snow becomes dominant and we get a thicker ice cover when snow
precipitation is added (Fig. 3b).
The ice albedo αice, employed in this study is taken from Maykut (1982) and is a function of
ice thickness according to
αice = min(0.08 + 0.44 Hice 0.28, 0.64)
and the snow albedo, αsnow follows an annual climatological cycle (Table 2).
The inclusion of a more realistic and variable surface albedo gives a more complicated
response curve including a fast transition into a seasonal ice cover (i.e. ice free summers),
(Fig. 3b). The response can now be separated into three regimes: a regime with perennial ice
and a close to linear response, a transitional regime from a perennial to a seasonal ice cover
and a less responsive seasonal ice regime. This type of transitional response was also
described and discussed for a similar model set-up in the extensive study on the Arctic sea ice
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response by Björk and Söderkvist (2002). The albedo feedback generates a strong thickness
dependence when the system is close to the transition between seasonal and perennial ice. In
our case this transitional regime is located around an ice thickness of 2 m, (Fig. 3b).

4 Discussion

The main purpose of this paper has been to show how the ice thickness sensitivity to changes
in the atmospheric forcing, as here exemplified by Fwall, is affected when including a higher
degree of realism compared to a simple slab ice cover. It is then interesting to discuss how our
results relate to observations. One point of contact between this study and observations is the
observed tendency that thick ice has decreased more in thickness than thin ice as seen from
submarine data and several model studies (see B&R). An overall result from the present study
is that dynamic ice processes as well as the surface albedo feedback process exert a
considerable influence on the ice thickness response properties and that a more realistic
response curve likely has a shape similar to the one in Fig. 3b (with snow) rather than the
continuous response in Fig. 1a. The CCAM response curve is however essentially linear over
the perennial ice thickness regime which indicates a constant ice thickness sensitivity,
independent of the initial ice thickness. So how can this result be consistent with the thickness
dependent sensitivity as indicated by both submarine observations and several model studies?
One possible explanation is that the observed ice thickness response is related to regional and
temporal variations of the horizontal divergence within the Arctic Ocean. It is clear that there
must be an overall net divergence when averaged over the basin (related to the net ice area
export) but there could well be regions within the basin with generally larger or smaller
divergence compared to the basin average. Such regional differences in the divergence are
straightforward to simulate with the present CCAM model assuming that the atmospheric
forcing and oceanic conditions are similar for the different regions. Response curves for
different divergences are shown in Fig. 4 which then should represent different regions of the
Arctic Ocean under the assumption above. The calculated average divergence field, based on
gridded velocity field data from the IABP buoy program (Rigor, 2002), shows indeed a clear
pattern of regional variations (Fig. 5a). The divergence is highest in the outflow region
towards Fram Strait and north-western Barents Sea. In the interior basin there is a local
maximum in the central Canadian Basin while the divergence is reduced towards the coasts
and also changes sign in some regions indicating net convergence. According to Fig. 4, a
small amount of divergence is sufficient in order to get a close to linear perennial ice cover
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response which means that we would not expect to have a non-linear ice thickness – growth
rate feedback response (seen in Fig. 1a) even in low divergence zones of the Arctic Ocean.
However, an area with low divergence will not only have thicker ice but would also be more
sensitive to forcing perturbations compared to areas with high divergence (as indicated by the
steeper slope of the response curve in Fig. 4). This indirect relation between ice thickness and
ice thickness sensitivity, with the variable divergence serving as the link in between, might
therefore explain the observed initial ice thickness – thickness reduction relation. Studying
Fig. 5a it is however clear that no simple relation exists between the divergence field and the
typical observed ice thickness field. If only taking the ice thickness dependence on divergence
into account, the ice cover would be thickest along the rim of the basin and thinner in the
central parts (and very thin close to Fram Strait) which is not in accordance with ice thickness
observations. The actual ice cover is in fact controlled by several additional processes. For
instance, areas dominated by strong advection, as in the vicinity of Fram Strait, are strongly
influenced by the upstream ice conditions since the ice cover will not have time to adjust
thermodynamically to the local forcing. There are also regional differences in the
thermodynamic forcing such as the difference in solar incidence (a difference at the top of the
atmosphere of about 13 Wm-2 or 8 % between 75 and 90°N) and differences in the
atmospheric and the oceanic heat advection. An area which is likely in a quasi-equilibrum
state is the region north of the Canadian archipelago where the typical divergence is low and
the residence time relatively long. This area is known to have thick ice and the thickness
reduction has also been relatively large (Kwok and Rothrock 2009).
In Fig. 5b the linear trend of the annual mean divergence for each grid cell over time between
1979 and 2007 is shown. Although the resulting field is smooth with well defined regions of
positive and negative trends and with continuous transitions in between them, one has to be
somewhat cautious when interpreting these trends due to possible spatial and temporal
inhomogeneties in the data set. The largest positive trend (close to 0.4·10-7 s-1 year-1) found in
the area north of Greenland goes from values around -5·10-7 s-1 in the early 80’s to typical
values above 5·10-7 s-1 some 30 years later. The negative trends in the northern Barents Sea
and in the central Canadian Basin are about half as strong. A logical assumption is that the
general ice thickness reduction in the Arctic Ocean has been affected by these quite
substantial changes in the divergence over time such that regions with positive trends would
experience a larger thickness reduction compared to regions with negative trends, due to the
direct link between divergence (local ice area export) and ice thickness as shown in Fig. 4.
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Assume, as an idealized example, that there has been an increasing but spatially uniform
thermodynamic atmospheric forcing over the period, tending to give a uniform thickness
reduction. Then adding the effect of regionally variable trends of divergence would give a
larger ice reduction in e.g. the area north of Greenland (having a positive trend) and less ice
reduction in the Beaufort Sea (having a negative trend). Indeed this pattern fits very well with
the observed regional ice thickness reduction as reported by Kwok and Rothrock (2009)
showing smaller ice reduction in the Beaufort- and Chuckchi Sea areas compared to the area
north of Greenland, the North Pole region and the Eastern Arctic. If the regionally varying
divergence trends is the main process responsible for the observed regional variations of the
ice thickness reduction, it should be noted that the observed initial thickness – thickness
reduction relation would be coincidental since the divergence is a strong function of the
atmospheric circulation and thus not directly associated with the initial ice thickness.
Moving on to the surface albedo feedback, we have already concluded that it plays an overall
important role in terms of response properties of the Arctic sea ice cover, a conclusion which
is consistent with several other studies (e.g. Hall 2004; Holland and Bitz 2003; Winton 2006).
The transitional regime, created by the albedo feedback, constitutes a highly nonlinear feature
on the response curve which means that when the perennial ice cover approaches a threshold
in the average ice thickness (in our study ~2 m) it becomes exceedingly sensitive to positive
forcing perturbations. The associated hysteresis when going back from seasonal to perennial
ice is small (< 1 Wm-2, not shown) and thus one should expect a large interannual variability
of the perennial ice area extent in regions of the Arctic Ocean where the ice cover lies close to
the transition, since very small annual variations in the atmospheric forcing is sufficient to
push the ice cover from perennial to seasonal ice or vice versa. This is also an observed
feature of the Arctic sea ice cover where the annual minimum ice extent sometimes varies by
well over one million square kilometers between two consecutive years (Stroeve et al. 2007).
Furthermore, the small hysteresis implies that the Arctic climate system does not have an
irreversible tipping point behavior associated with the surface albedo feedback, a result
consistent with column model simulations (Eisenman and Wettlaufer 2009) and recent GCM
simulations (e.g. Armour et al. 2011; Tietsche et al. 2011). Our results further implies that the
sudden reduction in multiyear ice that has been reported (Comiso 2002; Johannessen et al.
1999; Kwok and Rothrock 2009) can, at least partly, be explained by the surface albedo
feedback. Large areas of the Arctic Ocean that has previously been dominated by multiyear
ice might have been pushed below a critical mean ice thickness and into a state dominated by
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seasonal ice. The exact shape of the transitional regime might however be subject to large
uncertainties. For instance, it is likely dependent on the details of the albedo parameterization
and on the ridging scheme. Since all atmospheric cloud and water vapour parameters are
prescribed (following annual climatological cycles) in the CCAM we do not catch the
feedbacks associated with the water vapour and cloud formation processes here. There are
studies suggesting that the overall effect constitutes a positive feedback in terms of sea
surface temperature (Webb et al. 2006; Holland and Bitz 2003) but there are large
uncertainties associated with simulating Arctic clouds (e.g. Wyser et al. 2008) and there is no
consensus in the scientific community regarding the net effect of the negative cloud albedo
feedback and the positive infrared radiation feedback (Cai and Lu 2010). Although there are
uncertainties regarding the overall response properties of the Arctic sea ice, our model results
suggest that the albedo feedback mechanism is at least partly responsible for the loss of
multiyear ice over the last decades. A more focused modelling effort on the details of this
transitional regime using a full 2D ice model (including advective and regional effects) would
however be needed in order to quantify the loss of multiyear ice due to the surface albedo
feedback.
We note also that the transitional regime created by the surface albedo feedback can explain
part of the above discussed initial ice thickness – thickness reduction relation. The transition
represents a nonlinear response where perennial ice approaching the transition will be
exceedingly sensitive to positive forcing perturbations while areas dominated by seasonal ice
will remain relatively insensitive. This means that part of the observed thickness dependent
response (the part involving relatively thin ice) can be explained by the fact that some portion
of the perennial ice cover has been transformed into seasonal ice.
To sum up, we have illustrated the quite significant effects of the negative ice thickness – ice
volume export feedback and the positive surface albedo feedback in terms of Arctic sea ice
thickness sensitivity. We have also shown that there is a relation between divergence and ice
thickness and that this mechanism has the potential to explain the observed regional variations
of the sea ice thickness reduction in the Arctic. Our model results further suggest that the
Arctic climate system does not have an irreversible tipping point behaviour associated with
the surface albedo feedback.
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5 Appendix

We base this divergence formulation (DF3) on an approximate version of the ice export - ice
thickness relation, Q′ice= f(Hice), (Fig. A1a), presented by Hibler et al. (2006, their Fig. 7a).
The observed annual cycle of the divergence as reported by Kwok and Rothrock (1999) is, at
least to the first order, related to the prevailing wind systems over Fram Strait. Thus we keep
the seasonal cycle of the divergence by using a normalized ice thickness factor, Kice in this
formulation. Kice is obtained by dividing Q′ice by the ice thickness Eq. (A1) and then
normalizing so that an ice thickness of 2.5 m has Kice equal to one Eq. (A2), (Fig. A1b). The
ice thickness factor is also set to one for ice thinner than 2.5 m assuming that the ice export is
purely wind driven and thus unaffected by the internal ice stress.

A' exp =
K ice =

f ( H ice )
H ice
A' exp

(A1)
(A2)

A' exp ( H ice = 2.5)

The ice volume export in the DF3 case is then given by
Qice = K ice DAB H ice

(A3)
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Figures

Fig. 1 Dependence of annual mean ice thickness Hice on the annual mean energy advection in
the atmosphere, Fwall, for the ATM and CCAM models with a) no ice export, b) constant
volume export (DF1 case) and c) constant ice divergence (DF2 case). The different colors of
the CCAM curves are used for reference in Fig. 2
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Fig. 2 Dependence of annual mean ice thickness Hice on the annual mean energy advection in
the atmosphere, Fwall, for the dynamic DF3 case (see Appendix for details) with two different
initial conditions of ice thickness (green curves). The other curves are identical to the CCAM
curves in Fig. 1
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Fig. 3 Dependence of annual mean ice thickness Hice on the annual mean energy advection in
the atmosphere, Fwall, from the CCAM model and with the constant divergence ice export
formulation (DF2 case) for a) constant albedo and b) albedo dependent on snow and ice
characteristics according to (Maykut 1982)
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Fig. 4 Dependence of annual mean ice thickness Hice on the annual mean meridional energy
advection in the atmosphere, Fwall, for different values of the ice divergence given in percent
of the Arctic basin area per year
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Fig. 5 Divergence fields based on IABP buoy drift data (Rigor, 2002) showing a) the average
divergence field in [10-7 s-1] and b) the linear trend of ice divergence between 1979 and 2007
in [10-7 s-1 year-1]. The zero iso-lines are shown in black

Fig. A1 a) Net Arctic Ocean ice volume export, Q′ice, as a function of ice thickness,
approximately reproduced from Hibler and Hutchings (2006). b) Normalized ice thickness
factor, Kice used in the DF3 case, see Eq. (A3)
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Tables
Table 1. Definitions and parameter values for the ATM.
Hice

Annual mean ice thickness

Variable

T

Winter mean ice surface temperature [°C]

Variable

FLU

Upward longwave radiation from surface

FLU = AT +B

Coefficient of linearized StefanA

320 W m-2

Boltzmann’s law
Coefficient of linearized Stefan-

B

Boltzmann’s law

4.6 W m-2 oC-1

Fwall

Atmospheric meridional heat advection

Free forcing parameter

Fsw

Summer mean shortwave insolation (80°N)

175 W m-2

Fw

Ocean heat flux

2 W m-2

L

Latent heat of fusion

3·108 J m-3

k

Thermal conductivity

2 W m-1 oC -1

nw,s

Optical depth for winter or summer

2.5 or 3.25

α

Sea ice albedo

0.65

τ

One-half year

182.5 days

Table 2. Model forcing and seasonal dependent parametersa
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul.
2
118.3 108.5 107.5 92.6 72.6 72.8 72.6
Fwall [W/m ]
5.4
5.4
5.3
5.1
3.0
4.3
3.8
D [10-9s-1]
0.08 0.09 0.06 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.04
CFhigh
0.50 0.50 0.49 0.34 0.22 0.25 0.29
CFmid
0.11 0.10 0.11 0.17 0.20 0.20 0.20
CFlow
0.85 0.84 0.83 0.81 0.82 0.78 0.64
αsnow
0.9
0.9
0.7
0.7
0.9
1.4
Sprec [mm/day] 1
a
For additional parameters see (Bjork and Soderkvist 2002).
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Aug.
78.3
3.7
0.04
0.32
0.20
0.69
1.6

Sep.
98.1
4.3
0.04
0.34
0.21
0.84
1.6

Oct.
97.3
4.3
0.04
0.37
0.23
0.85
1.4

Nov.
112.3
5.0
0.05
0.44
0.16
0.85
1.1

Dec.
108.4
5.7
0.07
0.49
0.12
0.85
1.0

